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Introduction
Near the earth’s surface, many variables have a
characteristic diurnal or daily cycle, driven by the
diurnal cycle of the incoming solar radiation, which
is zero at night and peaks at local noon. The
atmosphere is relatively transparent to the shortwave radiation from the sun and relatively opaque to
the thermal radiation from the earth. As a result at
the surface is warmed by a positive net radiation
balance in the daytime, and cooled by a negative
radiation balance at night. The surface temperature
oscillates almost sinusoidally between a minimum at
sunrise and a maximum in the afternoon. This is
referred to as the diurnal cycle of temperature. In
warm seasons, the daily net radiation balance is
positive, and the daily mean temperature is
determined by the daily mean surface energy
balance, which involves not only the short and longwave radiation components, but also heat transfers to
the atmosphere.
The magnitude of this diurnal range of
temperature is determined by many factors, which
we shall discuss. The most important are the nature
of the underlying surface, whether land or water, and
the coupling to the atmosphere above. The phase
change of water, particularly evaporation and
condensation plays an important role in moderating
the diurnal range of temperature, because of the
large latent heat of vaporization. (In cold climates
the freezing and thawing of the soil is also important
on the seasonal timescale.)
Over the ocean (and large lakes), the diurnal
temperature range is small, because the incoming
solar energy is mixed downward into an ocean
“mixed layer”, which is usually tens of meters deep.
One day of solar heating will warm a layer of water
50m deep less than 0.1K, because of its large
thermal capacity. Only in light winds, when the
downward mixing is small, does the diurnal range of
sea surface temperature reach 1K. On time-scales
longer than the diurnal, evaporation of water
primarily balances the surface net radiation budget.

Over land, only a small fraction (<20%) of the net
radiation at the surface is conducted downward in
the daytime, or stored by warming trees on the
surface for example. As a result, the surface
temperature rises rapidly after sunrise, until near
balance is achieved between the net radiation and the
direct transport of heat to the atmosphere (referred to
as the sensible heat flux) and evaporation of water
(or transpiration from plants), referred to as the
latent heat flux. If the surface is a desert, then the
daytime temperature rise is large, but is water is
readily available for transpiration, the daytime rise
of temperature is greatly reduced, because a most of
net radiation goes into the latent heat of
vaporization. The surface sensible and latent heat
fluxes have a large diurnal cycle, with a peak near
local noon, as they are driven primarily by the
incoming solar radiation. The surface temperature
peaks a little later in the afternoon, when the surface
sensible heat flux goes negative as the surface cools.
Dependence of diurnal cycle on evaporation
Figure 1 illustrates this diurnal variation using
data from sunny days in mid-summer during a 1987
field experiment (with acronym FIFE) conducted
over grassland near Manhattan, Kansas. The panels
on the left show from top to bottom, net radiation,
Rn, sensible heat flux, H, and latent heat flux, LE.
The surface energy balance can be written as
Rn = H + LE + G

(1)

where G is the storage in the ground and vegetation,
which we do not show. In addition a small amount of
energy goes into photosynthesis, which again we do
not show. The time axis is local solar time, which
is UTC-6 hours. The data have been grouped and
averaged based on the percent soil moisture (SM) in
the first 10cm of soil, so that there are three curves
(each an average of about 10 days) representing dry,
medium and wet soils. The upper left panel shows
that the mean net radiation on these sunny days is
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the amplitude of the surface Figure 1. Diurnal cycle of net radiation (Rn), sensible heat flux (H) and
latent heat flux (LE) (left panels); surface temperature, air temperature and
temperature is larger than that of relative humidity (right panels), stratified by percent volumetric soil
the air temperature. Both are moisture in first 10cm of the soil.
related to the sensible heat flux H.
Note that the air temperature has a broad afternoon LE. When evaporation is reduced because the soil is
maximum, because H is upward as long as the dry, daytime RH falls as low as 30%, and even at
surface is warmer than the air. The surface night only reaches 72% at sunrise.
temperature falls below the air temperature only in
late afternoon, H then changes sign, and at night the Coupling between the surface diurnal cycle
surface is cooler than the air. The lower right panel and the atmospheric mixed layer
shows the diurnal cycle of relative humidity (RH) as
a percent. Over the wetter soils, the RH of the air at
As the land surface is heated during the daytime,
2m reaches 85% before sunrise, and falls in the a dry convective boundary layer grows in depth.
daytime as the surface and air warms. The fall of RH This is called the “mixed layer”, because the
is smallest on the days with the greatest evaporation, turbulent dry convection rapidly stirs the layer to one
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with a greater diurnal range than in Figure 1. The
diurnal range under the canopy is larger than above
it. At night on May 26, the winds are lighter, and the
near-surface night-time BL is more stable (see Fig. 3).
The air under the canopy becomes effectively
decoupled from the atmosphere above and the stable
temperature gradient across the canopy at night
reaches 7K. There is very little evaporation from
either the forest, or the cold lakes at this time in
spring. The lower panel shows RH measurements
above the canopy. In the late afternoon, RH falls as
low as 20% on May 31. Before sunrise on this day,
RH above the canopy reaches 90% as TU falls to a
minimum of 4oC. RH was not measured below the
canopy, but the temperatures there are cold enough
to saturate the air in the hours before sunrise. The
dew point is often used to estimate minimum night
time temperatures at the surface.
The right hand scale of the upper panel shows the
corresponding dry potential temperature, which is
defined as
 = (T+273.15)(1000/p).286
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of near neutral buoyancy and near constant water
vapor mixing ratio. The diurnal cycle of the surface
and the mixed layer are tightly coupled. As a result
the preexisting atmospheric structure above the
surface at sunrise has a considerable impact on the
daytime diurnal cycle, as illustrated in the following
figures using surface and sounding data collected
over the boreal forest in Saskatchewan, Canada
during the Boreal Ecosystem-Atmosphere Study
(BOREAS) in 1994. Figure 2 shows the surface
diurnal cycle for two days in spring. The upper panel
shows for each day the temperature at two levels, an
upper level TU which is at 21m, about 5m above the
canopy of a jack-pine forest, and a lower level about
5m above the forest floor. On both days the surface
cools strongly at night and rises steeply after sunrise
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Figure 2. Diurnal cycle of temperature, above and
below a boreal forest canopy (upper panel), and of
relative humidity above the canopy (lower panel) for
two days in May, 1994.

(2)

where p is the surface pressure (here about 950 hPa,
since the observation site is about 500m above sea
level). The potential temperature, , is useful as a
variable because it allows us to compare surface and
atmosphere above. During the daytime the boundary
layer above the surface is mixed to almost constant
potential temperature (see Figure 3). The strong
radiative cooling of the surface at night generates a
stable layer close to the ground, typically only a few
hundred meters deep. About three to four hours after
sunrise, the surface has warmed enough to remove
this stable surface layer and reconnect to a deeper
layer. When this happens, the rate of rise of
temperature and fall of RH decrease sharply. In
Figure 2, this occurs on May 26 at a local time of 8.8
h, when  reaches 296K; while on May 31, it occurs
at 7.8 h, when = 289K, and on this day the change
is smaller.
Figure 3 shows sequences of seven profiles of
potential temperature in the lower troposphere,
measured by rawinsonde ascents, nominally every 2
hours from sunrise to late afternoon on the two days.
The upper panel shows at sunrise (417 LST, solid) a
cold (stable) surface layer only about 25 hPa deep
(200m), with a deep layer above of constant , which
is the residual or “fossil” mixed layer from the
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The diurnal cycle of the solar radiation drives a
diurnal cycle in CO2 through photosynthesis and
respiration in plants. Figure 4 shows the mean
diurnal cycle over a young jack pine canopy (about
5-6m tall) near Thompson, Manitoba from the 1996
BOREAS experiment for three months, June, August
and October. During the summer months, CO2
decreases during the daylight hours as it is taken up

Figure 3. Profiles of potential temperature in the
lower troposphere on May 26 and 31.
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previous day. At the surface the temperature warms
rapidly, as the surface sensible heat flux is trapped in
this shallow surface layer. The profile at 0824 LST
shows a mixed layer with = 294.5K to 890 hPa.
Shortly afterwards, when the surface potential
temperature reaches = 296K, the new growing
boundary layer merges with the deep residual mixed
layer. From then on, the surface and mixed layer
warm much more slowly, as seen in Figure 2. Even
though H exceeds 300 Wm-2 at all the forest sites for
several hours around local noon (not shown), this
large heat flux is distributed through a deep layer.
The lower panel shows the time-sequence on May
31. Note that at sunrise (solid), the profile is quite
different than on May 26. Instead of a deep layer of
constant , produced by dry convection the previous
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day (a so-called dry adiabatic structure), there is a
layer from 920 to 650 hPa in which  increases
steadily with height. In fact this layer was produced
by showers the previous evening (and it has a socalled wet adiabatic structure). The change in slope
of the early morning profile at 920 hPa is at =
289K, and hence we see on Figure 2 a change in the
rate of warming, once the surface reaches this
potential temperature. This change of slope is more
dramatic on May 26, because the change in the
vertical profile is also greater. On May 31, the mixed
layer grows steadily all day until it is 300 hPa deep
(about 3000m) in the late afternoon. On both these
days, there is some broken cumulus cover in the
afternoon at the top of the mixed layer. The rapid
warming on May 31, that is seen between 500 and
600 hPa, is related to the lowering and change in
structure of a powerful jet-stream above, not by
surface processes.
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Figure 4. Monthly mean diurnal cycle of CO2 for
June, August and October for a boreal jack-pine
site.

in photosynthesis, and increases at night as it is
released by respiration from both plants and soil.
The amplitude of the diurnal cycle increases from
June to August, but the monthly mean decreases as
there is a net CO2 uptake by the entire northern
hemisphere. By October of this year however the
diurnal cycle is very small as temperatures have
dropped low enough that both photosynthesis and
respiration have almost ceased.
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